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TERMS, CONDITIONS, AND NOTICES 
AGREEMENT BETWEEN USER AND 
FUTURE IMAGE 

COPYRIGHT 

• Content or material you purchase, download, or 
receive from Future image is protected by copy
right under applicable copyright laws. Ail right, 
title, and interest in the copyrighted works is (ond 
continues to be, even aher your purchase) the 
exclusive property of Future Image and/ or its 
third-party content provider. You must abide by all 
copyright notices or restrictions contained in the 
Future Image material. You do not acquire any 
ownership or other proprietary rights by using the 
copyrighted works according to the license grant
ed to you here. 

,. Upon payment of the appropriate charge, Future 
Image grants you a nonexclusive, nontransfer
able, limited license to use the Future Image con
tent only for the uses permitted by those Terms 
and only according to the Terms and conditions 
sel forth here. 

• If you want to use Future Image content in ways 
not allowed under this agreement, you may be 
able to obtain permission to do so by contacting 
Future Image 

USE OF REPORT 

You may not copy, reproduce, publish, publicly dis
play, transfer, sell or offer for sale, distribute, enter in 
o database, or create derivative works from the 
material in this report. You may not copy this materi
al by any means (including electronic copies) for dis-

tribution to others unless you have purchased the 
appropriate number of copies. Any party receiving 
a copy of the material is bound by these use restric
tions and may not copy or further distribute the mate
rial. Any use of this material on any Web site or nei
worked computer environment (including personal 
network or e-mail distribution) for ony use is prohibit
ed. Because the materiols ore copyrighted, ony 
unauthorized use of them may violate copyright, 
trademork, and other laws. You may not transfer, 
sell, assign, or otherwise transfer your rights or oblig
ations under this ,A.greemeni. 

USE AT YOUR OWN RISK 

This Report contains information, advice, opinions, 
and material from third-party information and content 
providers. ~'1either Future Image nor these third-party 
providers represent, or endorse the accuracy, com
pleteness, or reliability of any advice, opinion, state
ment, or other information presented in this report by 
Future Image, or by any other person or entity, !L' 

you. f'-leither Future knpge nor any of its affiliates, 
agents, or employees shall be liable to any User or 
anyone else for any inaccuracy, error, omission, 
timeliness, completeness, usefulness, validity, dele
tion, or defect, regardless of cause, or for any dam
ages resulting therefrom. You rely upon and use this 
report, including opinion, advice, statements, or any 
other information presented here, at your own risk 
and your sole remedy, if dissatisfied, is to discontin
ue use of this report. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Rich (non·texiuol) content is on increasingly important 
compo1:enl of all forms of publishing, but especially 
those that promote goods and services and provide 
entertainment. High quality visual content is rapidly 
becoming more than a key competitive differentiator, 
it's now a business imperative. At the same time, 
there is increasing pressure to develop systems that 
can publish that content anywhere, any time, to any 
device - a capability now referred to as Network 
Publishing. 

The downside is that creating and preparing images 
and other rich media for publishing in multiple chan· 
nels is expensive, labor-intensive, and generally a 
management nightmare. Dataware Technologies 
estimates that 12 to l 5 percent of a typical carper 
ration's revenues is currently spent on various pub· 
fishing activities, and the percentage is rising. Web 
siles in particular are becoming more complex and 
costlier to maintain because Web pages continue to 
multiply - from seven billion in 200 l to 40 billion 
in 2005 (Forrester/ AT Kearney) - and publishers 
ore finding it difficult to keep up with the growing 
appetite for better, more timely, more personal con· 
lent. Network Publishing may be a business impera· 
t;ve, but it's neither simple nor inexpensive. 

Enter a new crop of tools that streamline the pub
lishing process and deliver better. more consistent 
content. These tools - hardware, software, and ser· 
vices - that prepare and serve up visual content are 
commonly known as image servers and are a vital 
component of any company's overall' publishing 
strategy. They are the only tools available today that 
will assist with serving up rich content across multiple 
access points and scale as required to meet the chal· 
lenges of a rapidly evolving marketplace. 

Accordingly, a number of companies - nearly 20 
as of this writing - have in recent years leveraged 
their technical expertise in imaging to bring to mar· 
ket image server products [For coverage of those 
vendors, please see our series of comprehensive 
company and product profiles: image Servers - A 
Competitive Analysis.] The market for these image 
servers today can definitely be characterized as in 
the formative stage. Use cases ore being developed 

and validated (or invalidated) by early adoplers, to 
the great benefit both of vendors, who can study 

these experiences to refine their value proposilions, 
and of other users, who can learn from the trailblaz· 

ers. The data gathered by Fulure Image reveals that 

the value propositions for image servers come under 
two broad headings: 

1, In front of the firewall or Top Line 
The ability to offer pictures on the Web, to offer high· 
er-resolution pictures that let the user zoom and pon, 
image editing features, easier content submission, or 
the ability to offer faster or more consistent imoge 
display - all conlribute 10 a better user experience. 
Digital imaging allows the consumer to zoom in on 
a picture, pan around, experimenl with different 
options, combinalions, colors and patterns, try it on 
a face or body model that can be made to resem· 
ble his/hers, spin an object, or move around inside 
a space. These activities make the VVeb experience 
more tangible and more personal, ·more like shop· 
ping al a slore or physically visiting a location They 
also make it more interactive, creating a deeper and 
more lasting impression - the very essence of suc
cessful branding. 

Delivering more compelling, interactive, and per· 
sonalized content delivers a better shopping experi· 
ence, which translates into a better top line for retail· 
ers. More shoppers become buyers and those buy
ers are generally more satisfied wilh their purchases, 
which means fewer returns. A study by the National 
Purchase Diary claims that nearly 30 percent of ail 
apparel items purchased online are returned due to 
"limitations in pre·scile product information" By 
comparison, Forrester says the re!urn rate for appar· 
el sales in general is 14 percent. Shoe manufactur· 
er Nine \'Vest credits use of MGI Software's interac
tive imaging technology with decreasing their prod· 
uct relurns by nearly 50 percent and increasing their 
conversion rate significantly. [For more information 
on MGI, see Image Servers - A Competitive 
Analysis ] For the customers in our study who cited 
these as the primary benefits. the Web is their pri· 
mary business channel. 

2. Behind the firewall or Bottom line 
Production efficiencies, asset repurposing, brand 
control, and the like - lhese are the benefits that 
accrue behind the firewall AT Kearney estimates 
that workforce inefficiencies related to publishing will 

cost organizations around the globe approximately 
$7 50 billion in 200 l . Early adopters of irnoge serv· 
er technology are finding that they can increase the 
bottom line by reducing costs and making better use 

of resources. Image servers streamline workf!ow, 
shorten time to markel, reduce storage requirements, 
and can either mitigate the effects of downsizing or 

make existing staff more productive. Creative per· 
sonnel can spend their lime being creative, not 

doing what image server vendor MediaBin calls 
"post"\:reative busywork." [For more information on 
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1\t\ediaBin, see ln1oge Servers - A Competitive 
Ano!ysis.] The customers in our study who cited these 
benefits exclusively, like Ford and l/V.W. Grainger, 
tend to be larger companies for whom the VVeb is 
but one aspect of their business or one channel in 
their distribution strategy. 

uur in-depth sludy of the use cases of seven irnpor· 
tanr early adopters, presented in the fo!iowing 
pages, explores these users' purchase motivotions, 
their purchase and implementation process, and 
their evaluation of the benefits. 
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DEFINITIONS AND METHODOLOGY 

DEFINITIONS 

Image Server 
In the most general terms, on image server is soft
ware that automates otherwise manual image 
manipulation tasks. The software may run on a ded
icated machine or on the Web or opp server. In at 
least one case, the server software is bundled with 
hardware and delivered os a server appliance. In 
all coses, the image server is but one component of 
a network infrastructure. 

The functionality provided by the software may be 
as simple as rendering an image or graphic on the 
server rather than a desktop computer. The rendering 
may toke place on demand or as part of a botch 
preparation process (see Dynamic imaging). More 
often the server software provides for considerably 
more sophisticated functions like sub-region extrac
tion, zoom and pan, colorization, layer controls, text 
overlays, easier content submission, and more. 
Goals common to virtually all image servers are opti
mized delivery and higher-quality images, regard
less of the platform. 

Early Adopter 
This familiar term, token from Geoffrey Moore's 
Crossing the Chasm, is used lo describe those who 
embrace new technologies, who con understand 
and appreciate the benefits of the technology and 
relate those benefits to their own concerns. They rely 
on their own intuition and vision when, making buy
ing decisions and ore key to opening up high-tech 
market segments. Early adopters tend to be those 
who will toke a new technology that might be char
acterized by the more conservative segment of the 
market as immature or "not ready for prime time" 
and work with the vendor to develop it info a fully
funcfionol solution. They typically derive huge com
petitive gains from being first to deploy a new solu
tion and their experiences are crucial in crossing the 
chasm and selling these new products to the more 
"tech-averse" early moiority market. 

In front of the firewall benefits 
These ore benefits generally associated with a Web 
site and ore usually "customer-facing." They tend to 

improve the user experience in some way and make 

the site more engaging, more satisfying, and ulti
mately more valuable to the end-user, and, not coin

cidentally, the company that has deployed the serv
er. Stickier Web sites, better click-through roles 

!resulting in a successful transaction), happier, more 

!oyoi customers, and premium services o!I contribute 
to the corporate top line. 

Behind !he firewall benefits 
These are the benefits experienced within the cor
porate environment, including suppliers, collabora
tors, outside marketing agencies, and other third
party constituents who use the system. Streamlined 
workflow, shortened time to market, improved pro
ductivity, easier repurposing, and tighter control a!/ 
help to reduce or contain costs and improve the cor
porate bottom line. 

Dynamic imaging 
This refers to just-in-time delivery of visual content. 
Typically a single core asset is retrieved, manipulat
ed to suit the occasion or device, and delivered only 
when called for. Content served up in this fashion 
con be personalized and optimized on-the-fly 
according to database input or a variety of current 
conditions such as location, time, bandwidth. 
device, traffic, or user preferences - optional layers 
can be hidden or mode visible or transparent. colors 
and patterns con be changed, and text con be 
changed and overlaid. Content becomes interoc 
tive, with the user .;:onfiguring the final image 

Contrasted with dynamic imaging ore systems or 
applications that prepare images in advance, gen
erally as port of a botch process .. A.n example would 
be a new product shot added to a "hot" folder that 
is automatically converted from a 300 MB Ct\WK 
TIFF suitable for traditional four-color printing for a 
catalogue to RGB JPEG thumbnails. previews, and 
full-screen derivatives suitable for a Web site. While 
most image servers con be deployed for either 
application, some ore focused on the delivery of fin
ished imagery - in multiple resolutions. formats, and 
details to be sure - but not on last-minute modifica
tions. 

METHODOLOGY 

The interviews that ore the basis for this report were 
conducted by telephone over a six-week period, 
starting in June 200 l . The companies and contacts 
interviewed were selected from a list of customer ref

erences provided by the image server vendors them
selves. The list was prioritized to involve as many dif 
ferent vendors and use coses as possible. Final 
selection was ultimately based on those criteria as 
we!I as willingness and availability to participate. 
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